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Metalenses are essential components in terahertz imaging systems. However, without careful design, they show limited
field of view and their practical applications are hindered. Here, a wide-angle metalens is proposed whose structure is
optimized for focusing within the incident angles of ±25°. Simulation and experiment results show that the focusing effi-
ciency, spot size, and modulation transfer function of this lens are not sensitive to the incident angle. More importantly, this
wide-angle metalens follows the ideal Gaussian formula for the object-image relation, which ensures a wider field of view
and better contrast in the imaging experiment.
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1. Introduction

Since the proposal of the generalized Snell’s law[1], the functions
of metasurfaces have become increasingly diverse, such as
polarization control[2,3], beam deflection[4], holographic imag-
ing[5], and structured light generation[6,7], among which the
most promising and closest to practical applications are
metalenses[8,9].
By encoding the desired phase modulation into the subwave-

length-scale units in the metasurface, ultrathin planar structures
can replace conventional curved lenses to achieve flexible wave-
front manipulation. The problems of low focusing efficiency and
bulky structure of the curved lens are particularly prominent in
the terahertz (THz) band due to the longer wavelengths.
Therefore, the planar metalens has become the key device in
the THz imaging system, and plays an important role in THz
beam shaping[10], imaging[11], focusing[12], collimation[13], fil-
tering, and other applications[14].
The basic function of a THzmetalens is to focus the incoming

plane wave from a specific direction and at a specific frequency
into a diffraction-limited spot. Apparently, we are no longer sat-
isfied with this function now, and the study is targeting to high
numerical aperture (NA), broadband achromatic aberration,
long focal depth, dynamic focusing, and a wide field of view.
Dong et al. demonstrated a THz metalens with an NA of 0.94
using low-refractive-index polymer materials based on the
nonlocal diffraction modulation mechanism[15]. Wang et al.
achieved tight focusing of 2.52 THz radially polarized light

using a silicon cylinder metalens with an NA of 0.92[16].
Superoscillating THz metalenses with NA as high as 0.95 and
0.975 have also been proposed[17,18]. Researchers use the com-
bination of solid and complementary hollow dielectric units
combinations or sandwich units to realize the THz achromatic
metalens[19–21]. Yang et al. realized a THz metalens with sub-
wavelength resolution imaging over a 9.1λ long distance based
on the nonlocal diffraction engineering[22]. Xiao et al. proposed
a THzmetalens with an adjustable focal length of over 100 μmat
1.8–2.2 THz[23]. However, most of these studies are limited to
converting normally incident planar beams into focused spheri-
cal waves. In order to replace the traditional curved lens to form
a perfect imaging system, the metalens needs to have a certain
field of view, that is, to effectively focus beams with different
incident angles, and to satisfy the classic Gaussian imaging
law. Although the double-layer metalens in the optical band
can eliminate off-axis aberrations to a good extent[24], there are
few reports on wide-angle metalenses in the THz band, and the
systematic study of the relation between the object and the image
of the metalens is still absent.
Therefore, this paper designs a wide-angle metalens that

exhibits a nearly ideal object-image relation in the THz band.
The metalens is composed of double-layer nonperiodic concen-
tric rings. The gradient descent algorithm is used to optimize the
metalens structure globally to achieve ideal focusing at different
incident angles ranging from 0° to 25°. Comparison with the
narrow-angle metalens shows that the wide-angle one has more
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stable focusing efficiency, similar focused beam width, and dif-
fraction-limited modulation transfer function (MTF) at differ-
ent incident angles. The object-image relation conforms to
the ideal Gaussian formula. The imaging experiment further val-
idates the wide field of view and good imaging quality of the
wide-angle metalens. This research provides an effective solu-
tion for the development of THz compact imaging systems
and is of great significance for promoting the application of THz
technology in biomedicine, security detection, and other fields.

2. Metalens Optimization and Fabrication

The metalens is composed of double-layered concentric rings,
whose cross section is shown in Fig. 1(a). In order to increase
the field of view, the metalens should focus the incoming beam
from different directions into the same plane at a distance of f .
The offset of the focal point relative to the optical axis is defined
as f · tan θ for the incident angle of θ. Here we use the gradient
descent algorithm combined with the full-wave electromagnetic
simulation to automatically generate the whole metalens struc-
ture so as to fulfill the focusing requirement at different incident
angles. The optimization of the whole aperture can accurately
characterize the interactions among ridges, and offer a straight-
forward way to handle different incident angles.
The dielectric material of the metalens is polylactic acid

(PLA), and its refractive index is 1.57 at the target operating fre-
quency of 0.14 THz[25]. PLA is a type of commonly used 3D
printing filaments. Therefore, the metalens can be quickly proc-
essed at low cost through 3D printing technology. The lens size is
50mm × 50mm, and the target focal length is f = 20mm. The
metalens has a double-layer concentric ring structure. Based on
our previous study[15,25], a double-layer structure is very helpful

for efficient wavefront modulation when the dielectric material
shows a low refractive index, as it doubles the number of vari-
ables and the number of guided modes. The number of ridges is
100, half of which are in the top layer and the rest in the bottom
layer. The ridge-to-ridge distance is 1 mm, and the height of the
ridge is fixed as 2mm. The widthsWi (i = 1–100) of the ridges in
the top and bottom layers are the variables to be optimized.
The target value to be maximized during the optimization is
defined as

target =
1
N

XN

i=1

jEi�z = f , x = f · tan θi, θi�j: (1)

That is the average value of the electric field intensity Ei at the
target focus under different incident angles θi. N is the total
number of incident angles considered in the optimization.
During the optimization, the variables Wi are randomly gener-
ated to form the initial metalens structure, which is evaluated by
finite-difference time-domain simulation (FDTD Solutions) to
calculate the “target” electric field at the focal point. Then the
variables are updated based on the nonlinear optimization func-
tion fmincon in MATLAB to modify the metalens structure[15].
The fmincon function is used because it has the advantages of
being able to customize a variety of constraint functions and fast
optimization speed.When the step size of the variables is smaller
than a threshold of 10−12, the iteration will stop, and the opti-
mization converges. For comparison, twometalenses are consid-
ered, respectively, with the first one optimized for θ = 0° and the
second one for θ = �0°, 5°, 10°, 15°, 20°, 25°�. For convenience of
description, they are called narrow-angle and wide-angle metal-
enses, respectively. Figure 1(b) shows the evolution of the target
value for the two metalenses. The narrow-angle metalens con-
verges faster with a higher target value. This is because the focal
spot intensity decreases with the increase of the incident angle.
The two metalenses after optimization are 3D printed by the
fused depositionmodelingmethod, with aminimum feature size
of 0.2 mm. The top and bottom details are shown in Fig. 1(c).
The rotation-symmetric structure makes them insensitive to
the polarization.

3. Focusing Characterization of the Metalenses

In the following, we study the focusing effects of the two metal-
enses from the simulation and the experiment. The field distri-
butions after the two metalenses at different incident angles are
simulated in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The Gaussian beam at 0.14 THz
with a beam waist radius of 30 mm is used for excitation. The
experimental setup for measuring the field distribution is shown
in Fig. 2(e). The source is an IMPATT diode, and the radiation is
collimated to be consistent with the simulation setting. The inci-
dent angle of the beam is controlled by rotating the metalens,
and the Schottky diode detector with a pinhole is scanned by
a 3D translation stage. The measured field distributions of the
narrow-angle and wide-angle metalenses at different incident
angles are shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), with a scanning step size

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the wide-angle metalens, which focuses the
beam from the angle of θ to the focal point with lateral shift of f·tan θ; (b) evo-
lution of the target value (focal spot peak intensity) with the number of opti-
mization iterations for the wide-angle and narrow-angle metalenses; (c) 3D
printed narrow-angle metalens (left) and wide-angle metalens (right).
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of 0.5 mm. Both the simulation and the experiment show that
the narrow-angle metalens only has a good focusing effect for
the normally incident wave. When the incident angle goes
beyond 10°, the beam cannot be focused. However, the wide-
angle metalens shows a clear focus at 0°, 10°, and 20° incident
angles, and the focus position conforms to the law of f · tan θ.
The simulation results are consistent with the experimental
results.
Further, the focusing efficiency, the focal spot size, and the

MTF are quantitatively analyzed. The focusing efficiency is

defined as the ratio of the energy within the area of 3 times
the FWHM to the total energy[26]. As shown in Fig. 3(a), the
wide-angle and narrow-angle metalenses have the focusing effi-
ciency of 50% and 60%, respectively, for normal incidence. With
the increase of θ, the efficiency is relatively stable (slightly
decreased in experiment) for the wide-angle metalens, while
decreasing sharply for the narrow-angle one.
The FWHM of the focal spots of the two lenses is shown in

Fig. 3(b). At normal incidence, the two lenses show similar
FWHM, which is 1.28 mm (0.6λ) in simulation and 1.8 mm

Fig. 2. (a), (b) Simulated intensity distribution in the x–y plane for (a) the narrow-angle metalens and (b) the wide-angle metalens at incident angles of 0°, 10°, and
20°; (c), (d) measured intensity distribution in the x–y plane for (c) the narrow-angle metalens and (d) the wide-angle metalens at incident angles of 0°, 10°, and 20°;
(e) schematic diagram of the experimental setup.
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(0.84λ) in experiment. The broadening in measurement is
mainly due to the convolution effect of the finite-size pinhole
with the real field distribution. The FWHM of the wide-angle
metalens is almost stable with the incident angle θ, and there
is no obvious aberration.
In order to better quantify the imaging resolution and off-axis

aberration of the metalens, Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) calculate theMTF
curves of the two metalenses when the incident angle is 0°, 10°,
and 20°, which are obtained by calculating the Fourier transform
of the focusing spot[24]. The diffraction-limited MTF is obtained
by performing Fourier transform of the diffraction-limited point
spread function. The MTF of the narrow-angle metalens under
normal incidence approaches the diffraction-limited MTF and
drops sharply for oblique incidence, which proves that the lens
has a large off-axis aberration. For comparison, the MTF of the
wide-angle metalens is quite stable with the incident angle and
always follows the diffraction-limited curve. The resolution limit
is 0.73 lp/mm for all angles within 20°. The comparison in Fig. 3
shows that the wide-angle metalens slightly sacrifices the focus-
ing efficiency and gains much more stable and diffraction-lim-
ited focusing for oblique incidence.

4. Analysis of Object-Image Relation and Imaging

Most of the existing metalenses are designed at a specific exci-
tation condition, such as the plane wave. When the excitation is
changed into spherical waves, the response is out of control. The
fundamental reason is that the elements of the metalens are inci-
dent angle sensitive. This limits the application of the metalens.
Here we analyze the object-image relationship to push the per-
formance of the metalens much closer to conventional thin
lenses at a single frequency, while gaining a thin and flat
structure.
In order to analyze the object-image relation of the metalens,

we first build an ideal point source by focusing the collimated

THz beam by a high-NA lens, as shown in Fig. 4(a). The tight
focus after the high-NA lens is further filtered by stop to behave
as a point object.
Then the object distance y1 is adjusted, and the image distance

y2 is obtained by locating the position of the smallest and strong-
est imaging spot, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The ideal object-image
relation should satisfy the Gaussian formula as

1
y1

� 1
y2

=
1
f
: �2�

Fig. 4. (a) Experimental setup for testing the object-image relation of the
metalens; (b) details of the definition of the object distance and image dis-
tance for the point-to-point focusing; (c) on-axis ideal Gaussian object-image
relation and the simulated and measured ones for the two metalenses.

Fig. 3. (a) Focusing efficiency of two metalenses at different incident angles;
(b) FWHM of two metalenses; MTF curves of (c) the narrow-angle metalens
and (d) the wide-angle metalens.

Fig. 5. (a) Schematic diagram of off-axis point-to-point focusing; variation of
(b) the image height x2 and (c) the image distance y2 for different x1 and y1.
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Figure 4(c) shows the ideal object-image curve from Eq. (2)
and the simulated and measured object-image relation of the
two metalenses. It is obvious that the wide-angle metalens has
a nearly ideal object-image relation, and the narrow-angle met-
alens shows a large deviation. When the object distance y1 is
larger than 55 mm, the measured y2 of the wide-angle metalens
exactly follows Eq. (2). This is because the incident angle does
not exceed 25° when y1 > 55mm, which is within the optimi-
zation range. In fact, the object-image relation conforms to
the Gaussian formula to a good extent when y1 is further
reduced to 40 mm for the wide-angle design. In contrast, the
deviation of the narrow-angle design from the ideal curve is
increasingly severe with the decrease of the object distance.
Figure 5 further analyzes the off-axis object-image relation by

shifting the relative position of the point source and themetalens
along the x direction, as shown in Fig. 5(a). Here the object
height is x1, and the object distance is still y1. By combining
Eqs. (2) and (3), one can find the theoretical image height x2
and image distance y2 for any pair of �x1, y1�,

x2 =
y2
y1

x1: �3�

Here the point source is placed at the object distances of 2.5f , 3f ,
and 4f , respectively. Figures 5(b) and 5(c) show the variation of
x2 and y2 with x1. The simulation agrees well with the theoretical
result. In Fig. 5(b), the slope of the curve is defined as the mag-
nification, which is larger for shorter object distance y1. The

image distance does not change with x1 in Fig. 5(c), meaning
that the image is located in the same plane. In addition, the
narrow-angle metalens cannot effectively focus the point source
in the off-axis condition, so Fig. 5 only shows the results of the
wide-angle metalens.
Finally, we insert a practical object in the collimated THz

beam before it is launched to the metalens. The object is a metal
concentric ring, as shown in Fig. 6(a). The diameters of the inner
and outer rings are 19 and 33 mm, respectively, and the width of
the ring is 2 mm, slightly less than the wavelength 2.14 mm. The
object distance is 4f . The simulated and tested images of the
narrow-angle and wide-angle metalenses are summarized in
Figs. 6(b)–6(e). The narrow-angle lens images the inner ring
well. But the outer ring is very weak, and some light converges
to the center, leading to the fake image. In contrast, the wide-
angle metalens reconstructs the concentric rings well at the
desired imaging distance. The image size and contrast match
expectations. The tested image in Fig. 6(e) shows nonuniform
intensity along the ring, which is attributed to the nonideal
Gaussian beam radiation in the system. Despite the nonuni-
formity, this result still verifies the effectiveness of the wide-
angle metalens in practical applications.

5. Conclusion

In this study, the metalens as a whole is optimized to enable the
wide-angle focusing within ±25° at 0.14 THz. It shows stable
focusing efficiency, constant FWHM, and diffraction-limited
MTF with the increase of the incident angle. By tuning the rel-
ative distance of a point source and the metalens, the object-
image relation is systematically tested, which follows the ideal
Gaussian formula rule. This makes the thin flat metalens truly
comparable to the traditional convex thin lenses in terms of im-
aging, and at the same time eliminates the off-axis aberration.
The imaging result of the real object further proves its wide field
of view and good imaging contrast for practical applications.
One can further increase the field of view by taking more inci-
dent angles into the optimization. But the focusing efficiency
may be sacrificed to some extent, which can be solved by increas-
ing the number of layers and the number of ridges in the metal-
ens design.
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